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Entrepreneurial

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wouldn’t you want your CEO to describe you this way? 



How entrepreneurial do 
you consider yourself 

today?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show with fingers. 0 is can’t solve a creative problem to save your life, 10 is you’re more entrepreneurial than Steve Jobs was. I see 8’s, 7’s, No middle fingers, thank you.What if you could become more entrepreneurial in your career? What if today — in the keynote — you felt like you had some tools that would make you a more successful marketing leader and more entrepreneurial in career?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
"I’ve been thinking about being an entrepreneur since before I could even spell the word.”



What is the secret sauce 
of

Silicon Valley’s 
ecosystem?







The 20th Century Career

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT: Will your career look like your father’s or mothers?Anyone here think the world has gotten slower, less copmetitive, easier to understand?



Mindset + Skill Set



How Old Is Amazon.com?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
21 years old



How Old Is Amazon.com?



Gmail in “Beta”



 
Beta



 
Weird



Permanent 
Growth



How many years of 
experience do you 

have in the real estate 
industry?



How many growth 
years have you 
experienced?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UC Davis quote





Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not just because he has a great first name



“Yet…”



 
Beta



Top Three 
Entrepreneurial 

Strategies 



Crystal Ball?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Myth: single plan they execute unwaveringlyReality: Adapting.Starbucks started off… PayPal... Flickr...Coca-Cola began as a pharmaceutical product. Tiffany & Co., the fancy jewelry store company, started life as a stationery store. The last two examples are close, perhaps, but consider next: Raytheon, which made the first missile guidance system, was a refrigerator maker (one of the founders was no other than Vannevar Bush, who conceived the teleological linear model of science we saw earlier; go figure). Now, worse: Nokia, who used to be the top mobile phone maker, began as a paper mill (at some stage they were into rubber shoes).



Day 1 vs. Day 1000

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have a view in our head about how successful companies or projects come to be. A perfect vision.



Day 1 vs. Day 1000

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focus and emphasize Sheryl.



ABZ
Planning



Entrepreneurial 
Risk Taking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Entrpereneurs jump off a cliff and build a plane on the way down. They don’t just jump off any cliff. There’s a calcuation. But can they survive the fall landing? Will you survive the crash? Of course, you want to jump when the odds are good that you can build a plane in time.Think about the last time you took a risk at work.Can’t avoid risk. There is a sterestype that we entrepreneurs are huge risk takers, isn’t there? But it’s not true. We’re actually prudent. Every opp has risk.You can learn how to be a better risk taker.Story



Entrepreneurs Are World 
Class At…?

 Flexible Planning 
 Technology
 Management
 Marketing
 Risk-Taking
 ???



Intelligent Network Builders

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Myth: Solo heroes. We can name Steve Jobs but who else? We can name Elon Musk but who else?This is the ultimate entrepreneurial skill. You know this, of course. “People need to be reminded more than they need to be instructed.” - Samuel Johnson Keith Ferrazzi line: Who are the 10most important people to your success, and how can you deepen those relationships genuinely, and authentically?Whatever it is you want to achieve – people are at the core of that.



“Interesting People Fund”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Invest in your relationship! Pre-commit money and time



Recap

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Summary.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
What if all these words were used to describe you? 



Stand up.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everyone stand up. Stretch. Higher. See what happened? When you’re asked to stretch, you can. When you’re asked to grow, you can.  Will you? Will you reach higher, as Ben Franklin did every single day. How are we going to do that? Let’s look around at everyone in this room and remember the entrepreneurial killer ability. We grow more when we grow our networks together. The startup is you. The startup is US. Thank you.



Thank you!
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